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Visitors to DMV Test Bank (dmvtestbank.com) have taken thousands of free online DMV
practice tests and now those tests are available for the Kindle!In this book you'll find 250 practice
test questions for the DMV permit test. Each question covers a topic that's likely to be tested
when you take the DMV written driving test in Pennsylvania. Questions cover defensive driving,
parking rules, right of way, road signs, and traffic and vehicle lights and are repeated several
times (with a different answer order) throughout the content to reinforce the test
material.Wondering if this is the right study aid for you? Download a sample or head over to
DMV Test Bank (http://www.dmvtestbank.com/PA/practice/) to give the questions a try before
you buy.



250 Pennsylvania DMVPractice Test QuestionsDMV Test BankCopyrightCopyright © 2014 DMV
Test Bank. All Rights Reserved. This document or any portion thereof may not be distributed or
used in any manner whatsoever without the express written permission of the
publisher.AffiliationDMV Test Bank is a private non-governmental entity that is not associated
with or endorsed by any state or local department of motor vehicles.Question Source and Score
CorrelationThe questions presented here are designed to help you study information and
concepts that are likely to be tested on a DMV permit test and do not represent questions from
any official DMV test. Your score on this practice test is not meant to and will not correlate to any
particular score on an actual DMV permit test.Question AccuracyAlthough every effort has been
made to provide accurate practice test questions we make no express or implied warranties,
endorsements, or representations whatsoever as to the accuracy of the information in this test or
its suitability for any particular purpose.Question RepetitionThere aren’t 250 different topics that
are covered on the DMV permit test so certain questions may be repeated although the answer
order should be different. This repetition is designed to reinforce the material.SolutionsShortcut
to Solutions250 DMV Practice Test Questions1. What does this road sign indicate?A. Roadway
is slippery in any weatherB. High accident area aheadC. Roadway is slippery when wetD.
Roadway may be unpassable in wet weather2. Child passenger safety seats are required for all
children under the age of:A. 18 monthsB. 1 yearC. 6 monthsD. 2 years3. When passing another
car you can best judge when it is safe to return back into their lane when you can see their
__________ in your rear-view mirror.A. Side view mirrorB. BumperC. HeadlightsD. Left turn
signal4. A pennant is used:A. For railroad advance warning signsB. For advance warning of no
passing zonesC. For roadway hazardsD. For stop signs or roadway hazards5. The area with
white diagonal lines next to a disabled parking space is which of the following?A. Parking for
compact vehiclesB. Valid parking only if the disabled parking space isn't occupiedC. A no
parking areaD. Parking for motorcycles6. Using the disabled parking placard of another person
to park in a disabled parking space when that person is not in the car with you is:A. Could result
in the placard being revokedB. Could result in you receiving a fine and/or jail timeC. Against the
lawD. All of these are true7. A brown road sign delivers what kind of information?A. A
regulationB. Guidance for motorist servicesC. Guidance for public recreationD. A maintenance
warning8. How long can you park next to a curb colored blue?A. Parking is prohibited next to a
curb colored blueB. Parking is prohibited except for disabled personsC. For the posted time
limitD. No longer than the posted time limit or the time required to load or unload passengers or
freight9. The power has gone out and you come upon an intersection where the traffic signal is
dark. You should:A. Continue moving and yield to traffic on your leftB. Treat the intersection as if
it's a four-way stopC. Drive cautiously through the intersection without stoppingD. Continue
moving and yield to traffic on your right10. A yellow road sign delivers what kind of information?
A. A construction warningB. Stop or a prohibitionC. A regulationD. A general warning11. What
does this road sign indicate?A. Use caution because you are near a schoolB. Pedestrian
crossingC. Children at playD. Walking trail ahead12. An average driver going 50 MPH will travel



about __________ feet between the moment danger is recognized until he or she applies the
brakes.A. 1.1B. 11C. 1100D. 11013. What does this road sign indicate?A. Use caution -
construction aheadB. Use caution - holes in the roadway aheadC. Use caution - workers digging
by the side of the roadD. Road is closed - construction ahead14. An average driver going 50
MPH will travel about __________ feet between the moment danger is recognized until he or
she applies the brakes.A. 11B. 1.1C. 110D. 110015. Drivers __________ yield to pedestrians in
unmarked crosswalks.A. MustB. ShouldC. Do not have toD. Optionally16. What does this road
sign indicate?A. Yield to oncoming traffic even if you have the green lightB. You must use your
left turn signal even if the light is greenC. Oncoming traffic will yield if you use your left turn
signalD. Yield to oncoming traffic unless you have the green light17. You should leave your
headlights on __________A. Until sunriseB. Until 1/2 hour before sunriseC. Until 1 hour after
sunriseD. Until 1/2 hour after sunrise18. An octagon is used:A. For roadway hazardsB. For yield
signsC. For stop signs or roadway hazardsD. Exclusively for stop signs19. What does this road
sign indicate?A. None of these are correctB. The roadway transitions from asphalt to gravel
aheadC. The shoulder is softer than the road itselfD. The road is softer than the shoulder20. As
you near an intersection you find that you're in the wrong lane for turning right as you intended.
You should:A. Drive on ahead until you can get into the proper lane then turn at another
intersectionB. Turn from the lane you're in if it's safe to do soC. Wait until other cars pass and
then get into the proper laneD. Move quickly to the proper lane21. When parked your parking
brake should be __________ and your transmission should be in __________A. Off, NeutralB.
On, ParkC. On, NeutralD. Off, Park22. A horizontal rectangle is used:A. For guide signsB. For
stop signs or roadway hazardsC. For railroad advance warning signsD. For regulatory signs23.
Your chances of being injured when not wearing your seat belt are __________ when you are
wearing your seat belt.A. The same asB. 5 times greater thanC. 500 times greater thanD. 5 times
less than24. In heavy traffic you should only enter an intersection if:A. You have a green lightB.
You can make it all the way throughC. Traffic lightens upD. You have the right of way25. What
does this road sign indicate?A. Steep uphill grade aheadB. Runaway truck hazard aheadC.
Trucks entering the highway aheadD. Steep downhill grade ahead26. When driving long
distances you should rest for __________ minutes for every two hours of driving.A. 0B. 20C.
10D. 3027. In an intersection that's not controlled by traffic lights or signs you should yield to:A.
The vehicle who arrived at the intersection firstB. The vehicle on your rightC. The vehicle on your
leftD. The vehicle across from you28. Your chances of being injured when not wearing your seat
belt are __________ when you are wearing your seat belt.A. 5 times greater thanB. The same
asC. 500 times greater thanD. 5 times less than29. You should turn your headlights on
__________A. 1 hour before sunsetB. 1/2 hour before sunsetC. 1/2 hour after sunsetD. At
sunset30. You should __________ cross a solid white line.A. NeverB. FreelyC. CautiouslyD.
Frequently31. When driving in fog you should use:A. No lightsB. Low beam headlightsC. High
beam headlightsD. Parking lights32. What does this road sign indicateA. Traffic can exit to the
left aheadB. T intersection aheadC. Another road intersects to the left aheadD. Y intersection



ahead33. An octagon is used:A. For stop signs or roadway hazardsB. Exclusively for stop
signsC. For roadway hazardsD. For yield signs34. What does this road sign indicate?A. Object
poses accident riskB. Road closes aheadC. Use caution on road aheadD. Sharp curve ahead35.
In a passenger car or truck, who of the following are legally required to use safety belts?A. The
driver, front seat passengers and back seat passengers under 15B. The driver and all
passengers under 15C. All passengersD. The driver and front seat passengers36. A vehicle
entering the roadway from a driveway, alley, private road or other place that's not a roadway must
__________ and yield the right of way to traffic on the roadway and to pedestrians.A. SignalB.
Slow downC. StopD. Honk their horn37. You're driving and come upon a school bus with flashing
lights that's stopped to load passengers. You must __________ before proceeding.A. Stop and
wait until the flashing yellow lights on the bus go offB. Stop and wait until the flashing red lights
on the bus go offC. Slow downD. Stop and wait until all passengers have got on the bus38. On a
three-lane road with traffic going in both directions the center lane is used for:A. Emergencies
onlyB. Left turns onlyC. Right turns onlyD. Alternating traffic flow39. When passing another car
you can best judge when it is safe to return back into their lane when you can see their
__________ in your rear-view mirror.A. Side view mirrorB. HeadlightsC. Left turn signalD.
Bumper40. A yellow line in the center of the street means which of the following?A. The road has
one-way trafficB. Passing is allowedC. Passing is prohibitedD. The road has two-way traffic41.
What does this road sign indicate?A. Traffic can exit to the right aheadB. Road has mergedC.
Another road intersects to the right aheadD. Road lanes split ahead42. How close should you
park to the curb when parallel parking?A. 6 to 18 inchesB. 12 to 18 inchesC. 1 to 6 inchesD. 6 to
12 inches43. You have the green light in an intersection and you're turning left. You should yield
to:A. All of theseB. PedestriansC. Oncoming vehiclesD. Bicycles44. What does this road sign
indicate?A. Bumpy road aheadB. Slow down for a right curveC. Road is slippery when wetD.
Winding road ahead45. What does this road sign indicate?A. Road does not turn rightB. No
turnsC. No left turnD. No right turn46. When parked your parking brake should be __________
and your transmission should be in __________A. On, NeutralB. On, ParkC. Off, ParkD. Off,
Neutral47. What does this road sign indicate?A. One way traffic begins aheadB. All traffic at
intersection must turn rightC. All traffic at intersection must turn leftD. Roadway ends ahead48.
What does this road sign indicate?A. Divided highway endsB. One way traffic ends aheadC. One
way traffic in both directions aheadD. Divided highway begins49. What does this road sign
indicate?A. Road is closed - construction aheadB. Use caution - workers digging by the side of
the roadC. Use caution - construction aheadD. Use caution - holes in the roadway ahead50.
When parking on a hill where there's no curb you should turn your front wheels so that the
vehicle will roll __________ the center of the road should the brakes fail.A. TowardB. Parallel
toC. Away fromD. Opposite51. You cannot legally park __________ a sidewalk.A. OnB. Partially
blockingC. BlockingD. All of these are true52. What does this road sign indicate?A. Use caution -
construction aheadB. Use caution - workers digging by the side of the roadC. Use caution -
holes in the roadway aheadD. Road is closed - construction ahead53. How close can you legally



park to a fire hydrant or fire station driveway?A. 15 feetB. 5 feetC. 10 feetD. 30 feet54. You should
use turn signals continuously during at least the last __________ feet traveled by your vehicle
before turning.A. 50B. 100C. 10D. 100055. What does this road sign indicate?A. Road is closed -
construction aheadB. Use caution - holes in the roadway aheadC. Use caution - workers digging
by the side of the roadD. Use caution - construction ahead56. When possible, pedestrians
should walk:A. With trafficB. On a sidewalkC. On the side of the road facing trafficD. On the side
of the road with the least amount of traffic57. Using the disabled parking placard of another
person to park in a disabled parking space when that person is not in the car with you is:A.
Against the lawB. Could result in you receiving a fine and/or jail timeC. Could result in the
placard being revokedD. All of these are true58. You may park your car no closer than
__________ feet from a crosswalk.A. 5B. 20C. 10D. 3059. What does this road sign indicate?A.
Use caution - holes in the roadway aheadB. Road is closed - construction aheadC. Use caution -
workers digging by the side of the roadD. Use caution - construction ahead60. In an intersection
that's not controlled by traffic lights or signs you should yield to:A. The vehicle who arrived at the
intersection firstB. The vehicle on your leftC. The vehicle across from youD. The vehicle on your
right61. What does this road sign indicate?A. Road splits aheadB. T intersection aheadC. Traffic
can exit to the left or right aheadD. Y intersection ahead62. You should not pass:A. Within 100
feet of an intersectionB. All of these are correctC. Within 100 feet of a railroad crossingD. Within
100 feet of a bridge63. A red road sign delivers what kind of information?A. Stop or a
prohibitionB. A regulationC. A construction warningD. A general warning64. An orange road sign
delivers what kind of information?A. A regulationB. Guidance for public recreationC. Stop or a
prohibitionD. A construction or maintenance warning65. When driving in fog you should use:A.
Parking lightsB. Low beam headlightsC. No lightsD. High beam headlights66. Drivers
__________ yield to pedestrians in unmarked crosswalks.A. ShouldB. OptionallyC. MustD. Do
not have to67. A pennant is used:
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STEVE, “A Great Primer. This is an excellent primer for helping would be drivers to pass the
DMV PA license test. This was not for me. This was for a relative. Personally, I am 60 years old
and have a commercial drivers license. I was surprised that when I took this exam a few days
ago, I realized just how much I had forgotten over the years. The best way, in my opinion to study
for this exam is to look at each multiple choice statement and find the correct response. Then
what I did was to put each statement into a sentence. A couple of examples were - You should
dim your bright lights when a car comes within 500 ft. -You can park within 30 feet of a stop sign,
and so on. Then I typed each sentence onto a word document. I gave it to my cousin and he
aced the test on his first try. I think it's only fair to say that this is no substitute for the study guide
that is provided for free throughout the state offices. It is also available at virtually all auto tag/
notary offices. If tests frighten you and you don't quite know what to expect, this Q&A sample
test guide is a great primer for passing the PA DMV test.”

lorraine whiteside, “Thanks. I'm practising”

The book by DMV Test Bank has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 3 people have provided feedback.
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